The Maximum Vertex Weight Clique Problem (MVWCP) is an important generalization of the well-known NP-hard Maximum Clique Problem. In this paper, we introduce a generalized move operator called PUSH, which generalizes the conventional ADD and SWAP operators commonly used in the literature and can be integrated in a local search algorithm for MVWCP. The PUSH operator also offers opportunities to define new search operators by considering dedicated candidate push sets. To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed operator, we implement two simple tabu search algorithms which use PUSH to explore different candidate push sets. The computational results on 142 benchmark instances from different sources (DIMACS, BHOSLIB, and Winner Determination Problem) indicate that these algorithms compete favorably with the leading MVWCP algorithms.
Introduction
Given an undirected graph G = (V, E, w) with vertex set V and edge set E ⊆ V × V , let w : V → R + be a weighting function that assigns to each vertex v ∈ V a positive value w v . A clique C ⊆ V of G is a subset of vertices such that its induced subgraph is complete, i.e., every two vertices in C are pairwise adjacent in G (∀u, v ∈ C, (u, v) ∈ E). For a clique C of G, its weight is given by W (C) = ∑ v∈C w v . The Maximum Vertex Weight Clique Problem (MVWCP) is to determine a clique C * of maximum vertex weight.
MVWCP is an important generalization of the classical Maximum Clique Problem (MCP) [27] . Indeed, when the vertices of V are assigned the unit weight of 1, MVWCP is equivalent to MCP which is to find a clique C * of maximum cardinality. Given that the decision version of MCP is NP-complete [11] , the generalized MVWCP problem is at least as difficult as MCP. Consequently solving MVWCP represents an imposing computational challenge in the general case. Note that MVWCP is different from another MCP variant -the Maximum Edge Weight Clique Problem [1, 23] where a clique C * of maximum edge weight is sought.
Like MCP which has many practical applications, MVWCP can be used to formulate and solve some relevant problems in diverse domains. For example, in computer vision, MVWCP can be used to solve image matching problems [2] . In combinatorial auctions, the Winner Determination Problem can be recast as MVWCP and solved by MVWCP algorithms [28, 29] .
Given the significance of MVWCP, much effort has been devoted to design various algorithms for solving the problem over the past decades. On the one hand, there are a variety of exact algorithms which aim to find optimal solutions. For instance, in 2001,Östergård [17] presented a branch-and-bound (B&B) algorithm where the vertices are processed according to the order provided by a vertex coloring of the given graph. This MVWCP algorithm is in fact an adaptation of an existing B&B algorithm designed for MCP [18] . In 2004, Kumlander [12] introduced a backtrack tree search algorithm which also relies on a heuristic coloring-based vertex order. In 2006, Warren and Hicks [25] exposed three B&B algorithms which use weighted clique covers to generate upper bounds and branching rules. In 2016, Wu and Hao [29] developed an algorithm which introduces new bounding and branching techniques using specific vertex coloring and sorting. In 2016, Fang et al. [8] presented an algorithm which uses Maximum Satisfiability Reasoning as a bounding technique. On the other hand, local search heuristics constitute another popular approach to find high-quality sub-optimal or optimal solutions in a reasonable computing time. In 1999, Mannino and Stefanutti [15] proposed a tabu search method based on edge projection and augmenting sequence. In 2000, Bomze et al. [4] formulated MVWCP as a continuous problem which is solved by a parallel algorithm using a distributed computational network model. In 2006, Busygin [5] exposed a trust region algorithm. The same year, Singh and Gupta [22] introduced a hybrid method combining genetic algorithm, a greedy search and the exact algorithm of [7] . In 2008, Pullan [20] adapted the Phase Local Search for the classical MCP to MVWCP. In 2012, Wu et al. [26] introduced a tabu search algorithm integrating multiple neighborhoods. In 2013, Benlic and Hao [3] presented the Breakout Local Search algorithm which also explores multiple neighborhoods and applies both directed and random perturbations. Recently in 2016, Wang et al. [24] reformulated MVWCP as a Binary Quadratic Program (BQP) which was solved by a probabilistic tabu search algorithm designed for BQP.
As shown in the literature, local search represents the most popular and the dominating approach for solving MVWCP heuristically. Typically, local search heuristics explore the search space by iteratively transforming the incumbent solution into another solution by means of some move (or transformation) operators. Existing heuristic algorithms for MVWCP [3, 20, 24, 26, 28] are usually based on two popular move operators for search intensification: (1) ADD which inserts a vertex to the incumbent solution (a feasible clique), and (2) SWAP which exchanges a vertex in the clique against a vertex out of the clique. In studies like [3, 26] , another operator called DROP was also used, which simply removes a vertex from the current clique. The algorithms using these operators have reported remarkable results on a large range of benchmark problems. Still as we show in this work, the performance of local search algorithms could be further improved by employing more powerful search operators.
This work introduces a generalized move operator called PUSH, which inserts one vertex into the clique and removes k ≥ 0 vertices from the clique to maintain the feasibility of the transformed clique. The proposed PUSH operator shares similarities with some restart and perturbation operators used in MCP and MVWCP algorithms like [3, 10] and finds its origin in these previous studies. Meanwhile, as we show in this work, the PUSH operator not only generalizes the existing ADD and SWAP operators, but also offers the possibility of defining additional clique transformation operators. Indeed, dedicated local search operators can be obtained by customizing the set of candidate vertices considered by PUSH. Such alternative operators can then be employed in a search algorithm as a means of intensification or diversification.
To assess the usefulness of the PUSH operator, we experiment two restart tabu search algorithms (ReTS-I and ReTS-II), which explore different candidate push sets for push operations. ReTS-I operates on the largest possible candidate push set while ReTS-II works with three customized candidate push sets. Both algorithms share a probabilistic restart mechanism. The proposed approach is assessed on three sets of well-known benchmarks (DIMACS, BHOSLIB, and Winner Determination Problem) of a total of 142 instances. The computational results indicate that both ReTS-I and ReTS-II compete favorably with the leading MVWCP algorithms of the literature. Moreover, the generality of the PUSH operator could allow it to be integrated within any local search algorithm to obtain enhanced performances.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally introduces the PUSH operator. Section 3 presents the two push-based tabu search algorithms. Section 4 reports our experimental results and comparisons with respect to state-ofthe-art algorithms. Section 5 is dedicated to an experimental analysis of the restart strategy while conclusions and perspectives are given in Section 6.
PUSH : a generalized operator for MVWCP

Preliminary definitions
Let G = (V, E, w) be an input graph as defined in the introduction, C ⊆ V a feasible solution (i.e., a clique) such that any two vertices in C are linked by an edge in E (throughout the paper, C is used to designate a clique), and v ∈ V an arbitrary vertex. We introduce the following notations:
-N (v) andN (v) denote respectively the set of adjacent and non-adjacent
denote respectively the set of adjacent and non-adjacent
-Ω is the search space including all the cliques of G, i.e., Ω = {C ⊆ V :
-m is a move operator which transforms a clique to another one. We use C ⊕ m to designate the clique C ′ = C ⊕ m obtained by applying the move operator m to C. C ′ is called a neighbor solution (or neighbor clique) of C. -N m is the set of neighbor solutions that can be obtained by applying m to an incumbent solution C.
The weight W (C) = ∑ v∈C w v of a solution (clique) C ∈ Ω is used to measure its quality (fitness). For two solutions C and C ′ in Ω, C ′ is said to be better
The weight W (C * ) of the best solution ever found by a search procedure is abbreviated as W * .
Motivations for the PUSH operator
As shown in the literature, local search is the dominating approach for tackling MVWCP (see for example, [3, 20, 26, 28] ). Local search typically explores the search space by iteratively transforming an incumbent solution C to a neighbor solution (often of better quality) by means of the following move operators:
• ADD extends C with a vertex v ∈ V \ C which is necessarily adjacent to all the vertices in C. Each application of ADD always increases the weight of C and leads to a better solution.
• SWAP exchanges a vertex v ∈ V \ C with another vertex v ′ ∈ C, v being necessarily adjacent to all vertices in C except v ′ . Each application of SWAP can increase the weight of
In some cases like [3, 26] , a third move operator (DROP ) was also employed which simply removes a vertex from C (thus always leading to a worse neighbor solution).
Generally, local search for MVWCP aims to reach solutions of increasing quality by iteratively moving from the incumbent solution to a neighbor solution. This is typically achieved by applying ADD whenever it is possible to increase the weight of the clique, applying SWAP when no vertex can be added to the clique and occasionally calling for DROP to escape local optima.
However, as both ADD and SWAP have a prerequisite on the operating vertex in V \ C, these operators may miss improving solutions in some cases. To illustrate this point, we consider the example of Fig. 1 where vertex weights are indicated in brackets next to the vertex labels. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , C = {a, b, c} is a clique with a total weight of 12. Since vertex d is neither adjacent to a nor b, d cannot join clique C by means of the ADD and SWAP operators. Meanwhile, one observes that if we insert vertex d into the clique and remove both vertices a and b, we obtain a new clique C ′ ( Fig. 1(b) ) of weight of 13, which is better than C.
Inspired by this observation, the PUSH operator proposed in this work basically transforms C by pushing a vertex v taken from a dedicated subset of V \ C into C and removing, if needed, one or more vertices from C to reestablish solution feasibility. Indeed, when the added vertex v is not adjacent to all the vertices in C, the vertices of C which are not adjacent to v (i.e., the vertices in the setN C (v) as defined in Section 2.1) need to be removed from C to maintain the feasibility of the new solution. In the above example, C can be transformed to a better solution by pushing vertex d into the clique and then expelling both a and b.
Definition of the PUSH Operator
Let C be a clique, and v an arbitrary vertex which does not belong to C (v ∈ V \ C). P U SH(v, C) (or P U SH(v) for short if the current clique does not need to be explicitly emphasized) generates a new clique by first inserting v into C and then removing any vertex u ∈ C such that (u, v) / ∈ E (i.e., u ∈N C (v), see Section 2.1).
Formally, the neighbor clique
1. An example which shows that a better solution can be reached by the PUSH operator, but cannot be attained by the traditional ADD and SW AP operators.
is given by:
Consequently, the set of neighbor cliques induced by P U SH(v) in the general case, denoted by N P U SH is given by:
For each neighbor solution C ′ = C ⊕ P U SH(v) generated by a P U SH(v, C) move, we define the move gain (denoted by δ v ) as the variation in the objective function value between C ′ and C:
Thus, a positive (negative) move gain indicates a better (worse) neighbor solution C ′ compared to C while the zero move gain corresponds to a neighbor solution of equal quality.
Typically, a local search algorithm makes its decision of moving from the incumbent solution to a neighbor solution based on the move gain information at each iteration. In order to be able to efficiently compute the move gains of neighbor solutions, we present in Section 3.5 fast streamlining evaluation techniques with the help of dedicated data structures.
One notices that PUSH shares similarities with some customized restart or perturbation operators used in [3, 10] and finds its origin in these previous studies. In the iterated local search algorithm designed for MCP by Grosso et al. [10] , the clique delivered at the end of each local optimization stage is perturbed by insertion of a random vertex and serves then as a new starting 6 point for the next stage of local optimization. In the BLS algorithm for MCP and MVWCP presented by Benlic and Hao [3] , each random perturbation adds a vertex such that the resulting clique must satisfy a quality threshold. In these two previous studies, clique feasibility is established by a repair process which removes some vertices after each vertex insertion.
Special cases of PUSH
From the general definition of PUSH given in the last section, we can customize the move operator by identifying a dedicated vertex subset of V \ C called candidate push set (CPS) that provides the candidate vertices for PUSH. We first discuss two special cases by considering non-adjacency information convoyed byN C (v) (see the notations introduced in Section 2.1).
-If CPS is given by A = {v :
We can also use other information like move gain to constrain the candidate push set, as illustrated by the following examples.
(1) If CPS is given by
exchanges one vertex in V \ C with one vertex in C, leading to a solution of equal or worse quality relative to C.
PUSH inserts one vertex into C and removes at least two vertices from C, leading to a solution of equal or worse quality relative to C. (4) If CPS is given by V \ C, then the candidate push set is not constrained.
One notices that
An example of these special cases is provided in Fig. 2 .
In addition to the ADD and SWAP operators, several restart rules of local search algorithms for MCP can also be recast with the PUSH operator. In particular, the restart Rule 1 in [10] (previously used in [19] ) states that
, add a random vertex v in the clique while keeping in the clique the adjacent vertices of v). This rule is equivalent to push a vertex from candidate push set V \ C into the current solution. As to the restart Rule 2 in [10] , let us define the candidate push set
Then the Rule 2 is to push a random vertex from S q into C if S q is not empty; otherwise, 
push a random vertex from V \ C. Moreover, in the BLS algorithm for MCP and MVWCP [3] , the so-called random perturbation modifies the incumbent clique by adding vertices such that the quality of the resulting clique is not deteriorated more than a quality threshold. This random perturbation strategy can simply be considered as applying the PUSH operator to vertices from the candidate push set M 4 = {v : δ v > (α−1) * W (C), v ∈ V \C} (where 0 < α < 1 is a predefined parameter).
Finally, by considering other candidate push sets subject to specific conditions, it is possible to obtain multiple customized search operators that can be employed by any local optimization procedure to effectively explore the search space. In the next section, we present two local search algorithms based on the above M 1 , M 2 , M 3 and V \ C candidate push sets.
PUSH-based tabu search
In this section, we introduce two simple Restart Tabu Search [9] algorithms (denoted by ReTS-I and ReTS-II). Both algorithms rely on the PUSH operator, but explore different candidate push sets. In ReTS-I, the candidate push set considered includes all the vertices out of the clique (i.e., CPS = V \ C) while in ReTS-II, the algorithm jointly considers the candidate push sets 2) with probability ρ ∈ [0.0, 1.0] (a parameter), or by Random Solution (Section 3.1) with probability 1 − ρ. It is noted that Reconstruct Solution reconstructs a new solution from C, while Random Solution randomly generates a new solution from scratch. The whole search process repeats the above procedure until a prefixed stopping condition is met. The details of the tabu search optimization procedures and restart procedures are described in the following sections. while stopping condition is not met do 
Random initial solution
The Random Solution(G) procedure (Alg. 1, lines 3 and 9) starts from an initial clique C composed by an unique random vertex. Then iteratively, a vertex v in candidate push set A = {v :
and 2.4) is randomly selected and added into C. A is then updated by
. The procedure continues until the candidate push set A becomes empty. A maximal clique (i.e., ∀v ∈ V \ C, |N C (v)| > 0) is then reached and returned as the initial solution of the search procedure. This initialization procedure ignores the solution quality (the clique weight), but ensures a good randomness of the initial solutions generated. Such a feature represents a simple and useful diversification technique which helps the search algorithm to start the search in a different region of each repeated run. The initialization procedure can be efficiently implemented with a time complexity of O(|V ||E|). This process is similar to the initial constructive phase preceding the first SWAP move in the MCP algorithm of [10] and also applied in the MVWCP algorithms of [3, 26] .
Solution reconstruction
The reconstruction procedure (Alg. 1, line 7) generates a new solution by iteratively replacing vertices of a given solution. At the beginning, considering a clique C, all the vertices of V \ C are marked available to join C by means of the PUSH operator. Then, at each iteration, the available vertex belonging to candidate push set M 1 (see Section 2.4) with the maximum δ value (ties are broken randomly) is selected and pushed into C. Vertices which are removed from C during the PUSH operation are then marked unavailable. As a consequence, they cannot rejoin the solution during the remaining iterations. The reconstruction procedure stops after |C| iterations or when no available vertex may be found from M 1 . The current clique C is then returned as the reconstructed solution. Such a reconstruction procedure perturbs the given solution C but, in most cases, does not decrease the quality heavily. The time complexity of each iteration is bounded by
2 ) as it scans the M 1 set and calls the PUSH operator (The time complexity of the push operator is discussed in Section 3.5). This reconstruction procedure can also be viewed as an objective-guided strong perturbation procedure since the vertices in the original solution are totally replaced and vertex insertions are subject to the stipulation of the maximum δ value.
ReTS-I: Tabu search with the largest candidate push set
The first tabu search procedure denoted by ReTS-I uses a greedy rule which gives preference, at each step of the search, to neighbor solutions having the best objective value. ReTS-I implements this heuristic with the largest possible candidate push set V \C. To prevent the search from falling into cycles, a tabu mechanism [9] is incorporated.
The general process of ReTS-I is shown in Algorithm 2, where each element tabu v of vector tabu (called the tabu list) records the earliest iteration number that vertex v is allowed to move inside C. At each iteration, one vertex is allowed to join the current solution only when it is not forbidden by the tabu list. Nevertheless, a move leading to a solution better than the best solution found so far is always accepted (this is the so-called aspiration criterion, line 7, Alg. 2). If v is the vertex to be pushed into C, then all the vertices moving out of C (i.e., those ofN C (v)) are forbidden to rejoin the solution for the next tt(v) (tabu tenure) iterations (lines 9-10, Alg. 2). The TS procedure ends when the best solution cannot be improved for L (a parameter) consecutive iterations. Note that similar strategies which temporarily forbid the removed vertices to rejoin the solution have been used in [3, 10, 20, 26] . Also note that the added vertex is free to leave the clique. This rule is based on the fact that due to the objective of maximizing the clique weight, an added vertex has little chance to be removed anyway.
The tabu tenure tt(v) for a vertex v is empirically fixed as follows:
where
}| is the number of vertices which have as many non-adjacent vertices in C as v, and random(0, n) returns a random integer in range [0, n).
Since ReTS-I needs to scan V \ C at each iteration (line 6, Alg. 2), the time complexity of each iteration of ReST-I is bounded by O(|V |). The ReTS-I algorithm is quite simple, but performs well as shown by the experimental outcomes presented in Section 4.
ReTS-II: Tabu search with three decomposed candidate push sets
Contrary to ReTS-I which explores the whole and unique candidate push set V \ C, ReTS-II, as shown in Algorithm 3, considers more features of the candidate vertices for PUSH. For this algorithm, we decompose V \ C into three candidate push sets M 1 , M 2 and M 3 as defined in Section 2.4. At each iteration, the three CPS are evaluated in a fixed order:
) and a vertex with the largest δ value is chosen by PUSH to perform the move. Note that M 1 contains preferable vertices as they necessarily increase the weight of the incumbent clique. If no candidate vertex is available in M 1 , selecting a vertex from M 2 or M 3 will degrade the solution (or keep the solution unchanged). Pushing these vertices may be useful to help the search to leave the current local optimum. M 2 is evaluated before M 3 since pushing a vertex from M 2 will generally lead to less vertices to be removed from C than pushing a vertex from M 3 . The motivation of using these three sets with a preference order is thus to keep the improvement possibilities as much as possible and proceed to more important perturbations only when no other alternative is possible. Moreover, when M 3 is used, only a random sample (of a predetermined size r) of vertices in M 3 are evaluated for each P U SH operation if no appropriate vertex is found in M 1 and M 2 . Also, let us precise that PUSH selects the vertex with the best δ value in the sample set. This sampling strategy and its variants were previously used in several studies (ID-Walk [16] , Candidate List [9] , Best from Multiple Choices [6] ). This strategy is obviously more cost effective than evaluating an entire candidate set.
ReTS-II uses the same tabu mechanism as ReTS-I. Note that the aspiration criterion does not need to be considered for pushing a vertex from M 2 and M 3 as better solutions cannot be reached in these cases. Vertices dropped from C by applying PUSH to M 2 or M 3 are forbidden to rejoin C for consecutive tt(v) iterations (lines 18-19, Alg. 3). The tabu tenure tt(v) is tuned in the same way as in ReTS-I (Section 3.3).
Finally, it is interesting to contrast ReTS-I and ReTS-II. In fact, like ReTS-I, ReTS-II also gives priority to candidate vertices leading to a solution of better quality. Meanwhile, when no such kind of vertex exists, ReTS-II may choose a different vertex for the PUSH operation. For example, suppose that the same candidate push set M = {a, b} is applied in Algorithms 2 and 3 with δ a = −1,
Then ReTS-I chooses vertex a while ReTS-II selects vertex b for the PUSH operation. Therefore, by using different candidate push sets, ReTS-I and ReTS-II visit different search trajectories to explore the search space. The computational experiments shown in Section 4 will allow us to observe the relative performances of both algorithms.
Algorithm 3: ReTS-II: Tabu search with three candidate push sets Input: C -current solution, C * -best solution ever found, L -maximum number of consecutive non-improving iterations, r -maximum sample size of M 3 . Output: C -renewed current solution, C * -maximum vertex weight clique found. begin
return C, C * 25 13 
Fast evaluation of move gains
As presented in Section 2.3, each neighbor solution relative to a current clique leads to a move gain δ, which can be positive, null or negative. Since move gain evaluations are frequent in the TS procedures, we elaborate a fast streamlining technique which enables a direct access to all possible δ values (i.e., corresponding to the insertion in the current clique of each candidate vertex), as well as a fast update of the impacted move gains at each iteration. In this section, we present this incremental evaluation mechanism.
Let us consider a vector ∆ = (δ v ) v∈V such that δ v represents the move gain
According to the definition in Section 2.3, a PUSH operation is composed of two basic operations: adding a vertex to the current clique C (ADD), and possibly removing one or several vertices from C (DROP ). Pushing a vertex v into a clique C can be viewed as adding v in C before removing from C every vertex which is not adjacent to v. Nevertheless this decomposition implies to consider infeasible solutions between vertex insertion and removals. We propose then to update incrementally ∆ after each basic operation (ADD, DROP ) by first removing from C the vertices which are not adjacent to the pushed vertex v, and finally adding v to C.
If a vertex v
′ is removed (dropped) from the current solution C, then the move gain δ u of any vertex u ∈ V is updated as follows:
To speed up the update process, we use the complementary graphḠ of the input graph G, so thatN (v) sets can be explicitly defined. Since only the move gains associated to vertices ofN (v ′ ) ∪ {v ′ } need to be updated, the time complexity of updating ∆ after a DROP operation is bounded by
Similarly, when a vertex v is added into the current solution C, then ∆ is updated as follows:
This operation is obviously also bounded in time by O(max v∈V {|N (v)|}). 
Computational experiments
This section is dedicated to an experimental assessment of the two tabu search algorithms using the generalized PUSH operator. The assessment was based on three sets of 142 well-known benchmark instances and comparisons with state-of-the-art MVWCP algorithms.
Benchmarks
The three benchmark sets include the following instances: 80 DIMACS instances, 40 BHOSLIB instances, and 22 instances from the Winner Determination Problem in combinatorial auctions.
• DIMACS benchmarks. This set of 80 instances originated from the second DIMACS implementation challenge for the maximum clique problem 1 . These instances cover both real world problems (coding theory, fault diagnosis, Steiner Triple Problem...) and random graphs. They include small graphs (50 vertices and 1,000 edges) to large graphs (4,000 vertices and 5,000,000 edges). Though DIMACS graphs were originally collected for benchmarking MCP algorithms, these graphs are still very popular and widely used as a testbed for evaluating MVWCP algorithms [3, 8, 15, 20, 24, 26] . Considering that vertices are unweighted in these instances, we assign to each vertex i (i is an index number) the weight i mod 200 + 1, following the rule in [20] .
• BHOSLIB benchmarks. The BHOSLIB (Benchmarks with Hidden Optimum Solutions) instances were generated randomly in the SAT phase transition area according to the model RB 2 . The 40 instances included in this set were widely used to test MCP and MVWCP algorithms. The sizes of these instances range from 450 vertices and 17,794 edges, to 1,534 vertices and 127,011 edges. The weight of each vertex is assigned following the aforementioned rule, i.e., i mod 200 + 1 for vertex i.
• Winner Determination Problem (WDP) benchmarks. The Winner Determination Problem can be reformulated as a MVWCP and thus solved by MVWCP solvers [28, 29] . Therefore, benchmark instances for WDP can also be used to test the performance of MVWCP solvers. Three sets of a total number of 530 instances were reported in [28, 29] , from which we selected 22 representative instances 3 . Six in instances, whose number of vertices varies among 1,000, 1,500 and 2,000, come from [13] ; Ten Decay, Random, Uniform and Wrandom instances are obtained from a generator [21] ; P aths and Regions instances are generated using the Combinatorial Auction Test Suite (CATS, [14] ). Contrary to the DIMACS and BHOSLIB instances which are defined using integer weights, WDP weights are fractional.
Experimental protocol
As shown in Algorithms 1 to 3, ReTS-I and ReTS-II share two common parameters: the probability parameter ρ which controls the two types of restart, and the maximum number L of consecutive non-improving iterations before a restart. Besides, ReTS-II has one additional parameter which is the sample size r. For our experiments, we used the following default values: L = 4, 000, r = 50, and ρ = 0.7. We provide an analysis of ρ in Section 5. In general, we observed that varying the parameter values around the default values did not alter much the computational outcomes for most of the tested instances even if some results can be further improved by fine-tuning the parameters.
ReTS-I and ReTS-II were coded in C++ 4 and compiled with g++ 4.4.7 with optimization flag -o3. Our experiments were performed on a computer with an AMD Opteron 4184 processor (2.8GHz and 2GB RAM) running Linux 2.6.32. When solving the DIMACS machine benchmarks 5 without compilation optimization flag, the run time on our machine is 0.40, 2.50 and 9.55 seconds respectively for instances r300.5, r400.5 and r500.5.
Following the literature [3, 24, 26] , both algorithms were run 100 times to solve each benchmark instance. For the DIMACS and BHOSLIB instances, a maximum of 10 8 iterations were allowed per run while for the WDP instances, the stopping condition was set to be a cutoff time limit of 10 minutes per run. As discussed in Section 4.4, these settings correspond to the computational effort used by the state-of-the-art MVWCP algorithms in the literature.
3 www.info.univ-angers.fr/pub/hao/wdp.html 4 Our source code will be available at: www.info.univ-angers.fr/pub/hao/ReTS.html. 5 dfmax:ftp://dimacs.rutgers.edu/pub/dsj/clique/ Tables 1 to 3 report the computational results obtained by ReTS-I and ReTS-II on the DIMACS, BHOSLIB and WDP instances respectively. In these tables, column BKV reports the best-known objective values (BKV) ever found by the previous algorithms [3, 8, 20, 24, 26] (proven optima are indicated with the star symbol '*' with the BKV values). For each algorithm, column best(hit) indicates the best objective value W * found by ReTS-I and ReTS-II among 100 trials as well as the number of trails hitting the best value (success rate); column ave(std) denotes the average value and the standard deviation of the 100 W * values; column time gives the average seconds of the trails hitting the W * value. The value of 0.00 in columns time indicates that the corresponding average time in seconds is inferior to 0.005. Table 1 discloses that ReTS-I and ReTS-II reach all the best-known results of DIMACS instances except MANN a45 and MANN a81 (indicated in italic), which are believed to be quite challenging for heuristic algorithms [8] . Moreover, for 73 out of 80 instances (> 91%), both algorithms attain the bestknown results in every single trial. For the remaining 7 instances except MANN a45 and MANN a81, each algorithm still hits the best-known results in more than 30 trials. In terms of computational time, most of these instances are solved in less than 1 second. For the 3 hard MANN instances (MANN a27, MANN a45, MANN a81), results are attained in 1 to 17 minutes.
Computational results
From Table 2 on the BHOSLIB instances, one finds that ReTS-I and ReTS-II improve the best-known result of the literature on frb53-24-3 (from 5,640 to 5,655). Although both algorithms attain the best-known solutions on 38 out of 40 instances, each algorithm fails to do so in 2 cases (frb50-23-4 and frb56-25-5 for ReTS-I, frb56-23-3 and frb 56-23-4 for ReTS-II, indicated in italic). Interestingly, both algorithms achieve a success rate of at least 93% on the first 20 instances while the success rate drops to less than 50% on most of the last 20 instances. Concerning the computational time, both algorithms require more time to find the best-known solutions when the sizes of the graphs increase, but each average time is inferior to 12 minutes. In general, BHOSLIB instances are more difficult than DIMACS ones for ReTS-I and ReTS-II, but both algorithms still perform quite well by attaining together all the best-known results and finding even an improved best-known result (new best lower bound). Table 3 (WDP instances) shows that ReTS-I and ReTS-II attain the bestknown solutions on all WDP instances considered except the 4 Decay instances and Paths2000 100 (in italic); for Paths2000 100, the algorithms have a success rate of 88% and 76% respectively, while this rate drops to 10% or less for the 4 Decay instances, confirming that these Decay instances are particularly hard [21] . Actually, as shown in Section 4.4, these instances also represent a challenge for one of the best performing reference heuristics MN/TS [26] . Finally, one observes that ReTS-II attains the best-known results every run on the in instances in less than 4 seconds, while ReTS-I fails to consistently hit the best results and requires longer computing times for these instances. Nevertheless we cannot claim that ReTS-II always dominates ReTS-I since the latter performs better on Uniform2000 400 10 in terms of successful trials and computing time. Table 3 Computational results of ReTS-I and ReTS-II on 22 selected WDP instances. 
Comparisons with state-of-the-art algorithms
As indicated in the introduction, a large number of heuristic algorithms for the Maximum Vertex Weight Clique Problem have been reported in the literature, including particularly AugSearch [15] , HSSGA [22] , PLS [20] , MN/TS [26] , BLS [3] , and BQP-PTS [24] . To further assess the performance of the proposed approach, we compared ReTS-I and ReTS-II with three state-of-the-art algorithms (MN/TS, BLS and BQP-TS). Besides, these reference algorithms have been run on computing platforms which are the same as or very similar to our computer (2.8GHz and 2GB RAM running Linux 2.6.32). For the WDP instances, we used CPLEX as an additional reference as it achieves more competitive results than heuristic algorithms on some specific instances [28] . Since CPLEX did not perform well on DIMACS and BHOSLIB instances [8] , it was not used for our comparisons for these two benchmarks.
• MN/TS is a tabu search algorithm with multiple move operators, designed for solving both MCP and MVWCP [26] . The results reported for MN/TS on the DIMACS and BHOSLIB instances have been obtained using a maximum of 10 8 iterations per run (on a computer cadenced at 2.83GHz and 8GB RAM). Besides, the results of MN/TS on the WDP instances within 300 seconds per run were reported in [28] . Each instance was solved for 100 independent trials in all these experiments. Thus, both the stopping condition and the computing platform are almost the same as those used in our experiments.
• BLS (Breakout Local Search) incorporates an adaptive perturbation strategy for the resolution of MCP and MVWCP [3] . BLS reported computational results on the sets of DIMACS and BHOSLIB benchmarks, by running the algorithm 100 times on each instance on the same computing platform as our algorithms (2.83GHZ Xeon E5440 CPU and 2GB RAM). The stopping condition for each of the 100 runs was set to 1.6 × 10 8 iterations, which was superior to the computational limit used by MN/TS and our algorithms.
• BQP-PTS is a probabilistic tabu search algorithm designed for solving unconstrained Binary Quadratic Programs (BQP) [24] . To solve the MVWCP instances, each instance is first recast into a BQP which is then solved by the probabilistic tabu search algorithm. The DIMACS and BHOSLIB instances were tested by this method on a PC with a Pentium 2.83GHz CPU and 2GB RAM. Each benchmark instance was solved by 100 independent trails, each trail being limited to 3,600 seconds, but extended to 36,000 seconds for large instances C4000.5, MABNN a27, MANN a45, MANN a81.
• CPLEX. For the WDP instances, we include the results reported in [28] , which were obtained by the exact solver, CPLEX 12.4, within a maximum of 3600 seconds on a PC cadenced at 2.83GHz with 8GB of RAM. Table 4 Experimental results of ReTS-I and ReTS-II in comparison with 3 reference algorithms on 27 selected DIMACS and BHOSLIB instances. Considering that MN/TS, BLS and BQP-PTS have a 100% success rate on most of the DIMACS instances in less than 1 second, we selected 7 hard and representative instances from this set in order to summarize the performances of the 5 compared algorithms. Moreover, as indicated in Section 4.3, the last 20 instances of BHOSLIB are more challenging for ReTS-I and ReTS-II than the first 20 instances, we only highlight the comparative results on these last 20 instances. The results of this comparison are summarized in Table 4 . Column gap represents the gap between the objective value of the best solution found by an algorithm and the best-known value in the literature (BKV). A positive (negative) gap value indicates a better (worse) result compared to the current best-known value. Table 4 indicates that both ReTS-I and ReTS-II attain better results than the 3 reference algorithms on 4 instances (highlighted in bold font). Though the MANN aXX instances were reported as challenging for heuristic algorithms, ReTS-I and ReTS-II reach the optimal solution of MANN a27 and better solutions on MANN a45 and MANN a81. BLS and BQP-PTS reach the best-known solutions for all other instances while the other algorithms fail on 1 or 2 instances. However, they achieve such a performance by using a larger cutoff time, which is also confirmed by the fact that the average time of BLS and BQP-PTS is significantly longer than the 3 other algorithms. In an additional experiment, we used a maximum of 1.6×10 8 iterations per run (the same condition as that used by BLS) and re-ran ReTS-I to solve frb53-23-4 and frb56-2-5, ReTS-II to solve frb56-25-3 (setting ρ = 0.3 in this case) and frb56-25-4. The results, shown in Table 5 , indicate that ReTS-I and ReTS-II, like BLS and BQP-PTS, are also able to hit all the BKVs with a similar computational effort. Finally, we observe that MN/TS is the most time effective heuristic among the compared algorithms.
ReTS
To further compare the competing algorithms, we extract the rows from Table  4 where gap = 0 for all 5 algorithms (18 rows in total), and recalculate the average number of the best trials (hits) for these 18 rows. Results are shown in Table 6 , and indicate that ReTS-II and ReTS-I are the most robust algorithms, followed by BQP-PTS, BLS and MN/TS. We conclude thus that ReTS-I and ReTS-II compete favorably compared to the reference algorithms in terms of solution quality, robustness and computational time on the DIMACS and BHOSLIB instances. Finally, Table 7 summarizes the results of ReTS-I, ReTS-II, MN/TS and CPLEX on 10 representative WDP instances, including the most challenging ones (with respect to results taken from Table 3 ). If we look at the solution quality, we observe that the three heuristic algorithms (ReTS-I, ReTS-II, MN/TS) attain the best-known solutions for the tested in instances (in101, in108, in109) and the unique Uniform2000 400 10 instance while CPLEX fails to solve these instances. However, CPLEX is able to find the optimum solutions of Decay2000 yyy and Paths2000 100, contrary to the three heuristic methods. Among the compared heuristic algorithms, ReTS-I finds the best solution on 1 instance, ReTS-II on 2 instances and MN/TS on 2 (marked by bold font). Therefore, no algorithm outperforms the other algorithms in terms of solution quality and computational time. So, on the WDP instances, ReTS-I, ReTS-II and MN/TS perform similarly. Finally, this experiment confirms that exact solvers like CPLEX and heuristics like ReTS-I, ReTS-II and MN/TS are complementary solution methods and together can enlarge the class of MVWCP instances that can be solved effectively.
Effectiveness of restart strategy
As shown in Section 3, the proposed approach uses a restart strategy to displace the search to new regions when a deep local optimum is attained by tabu search (Alg. 1, lines 6-9). The restart strategy initializes the new starting solution of the next round of TS with either the reconstruction procedure (Section 3.2) or the random procedure (Section 3.1). The choice between these two restarting procedures is determined with a probability ρ. Intuitively, the reconstruction procedure leads the search to a nearby region (since it is guided by means of the objective function), while the random procedure diversifies more strongly the search.
In this section, we investigate the impact of the joint use of these two restart procedures by testing various probabilistic values ρ ∈ {k/10} (k ∈ 1, 10 ). The two extreme values ρ = 0 and ρ = 1 correspond to the cases where only the random or the reconstruction procedure is applied. This study was based on 7 representative instances selected from the 3 benchmark sets. Each instance was solved 20 times by ReTS-I and ReTS-II with a given ρ value, each run being limited to 120 seconds. Table 9 Value of ρ which allows each algorithm to reach its best performance. Table 8 reports the results of this experiment. Column ave(std) indicates the average and standard deviation of the best objectives for the 20 runs, and column time shows the average time in seconds needed to reach the best objective values of the 20 runs. We additionally report in Table 9 the values of parameter ρ which lead to the maximum average objective values.
According to Table 8 , setting ρ to small values close to 0 lead to better results on instances in604 and Decay2000 500, while high values of ρ are preferable on other instances, which indicates that the reconstruction procedure guided by the objective function is helpful to attain better solutions in most cases. This observation also emphasizes the use of ρ = 0.7 for the experiments of Section 4. Moreover, Table 9 shows that for each instance, ReTS-I and ReTS-II have close best ρ values, which attests the relevance of integrating both algorithms into the same search framework.
Finally, Table 8 discloses that the impact of ρ on the performance of ReTS-I and ReTS-II varies according to the instances. In particular, for MANN a45, the result is gradually improved with increasing ρ values, reaching the best objective value when ρ = 0.7 for ReTS-I and 0.9 for ReTS-II respectively.
Conclusion and Perspective
In this paper, we presented the generalized PUSH operator for the Maximum Vertex Weight Clique Problem (MVWCP). PUSH(v,C) adds to the current clique C a vertex v taken from a candidate push set of vertices, and removes from C any vertex which is not adjacent to v to keep the resulting clique feasible. By customizing the candidate push set, the PUSH operator can be used to define various dedicated neighborhoods which can be explored by any local optimization algorithm. In particular, we showed that the traditional ADD and SWAP operators as well as some restart and perturbation rules are also covered by the PUSH operator.
To demonstrate the usefulness of the PUSH operator for solving MVWCP, we introduced two restart tabu search algorithms (ReTS-I and ReTS-II) which apply PUSH on different candidate push sets. In ReTS-I, PUSH operates with the single largest candidate push set V \ C, while ReTS-II explores three customized candidate push sets. Both ReTS-I and ReTS-II also share the same restart strategy which generates, according to a probability, new starting so-lutions either with an objective-guided reconstruction procedure or a randomized procedure.
ReTS-I and ReTS-II were evaluated on 3 sets (DIMACS, BHOSLIB and WDP) of 142 benchmark instances. Experimental results indicated that both algorithms compete very favorably with the state-of-the-art algorithms on the tested instances in terms of computational effort and solution quality. Both algorithms are even able to find an improved best-known result (new lower bound) for one instance (frb53-24-3). In addition to these interesting results, the generality of the PUSH operator enables a wider application surpassing the studied tabu search procedures.
As future work, since the ρ parameter impacts the performance of both algorithms, it would be interesting to investigate ways of making this parameter self-adaptive during the search. Also, given that the idea of the proposed PUSH operator is rather general, it is worth of testing the idea on other similar problems like relaxed clique problems.
